
COURSE OVERVIEW
Using the CrowdStrike Falcon® platform, participants will learn to threat hunt for indicators 

of compromise (IOCs). Participants will also detect when and how the compromise 

occurred, identify affected systems and generate key sources of threat intelligence. 

Instructors will guide learners through the operationalization of threat intelligence and 

reporting of findings. This hands-on course is intended for current incident responders, 

threat hunters and intel analysts with intermediate knowledge of threat hunting principles.

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN  
 Apply industry-standard threat hunting concepts and doctrinal intelligence   

 methodologies to your investigations  

 Apply threat intelligence analysis within a threat hunt to discover IOCs 

 Develop initial threat hunting findings,  create lead resolutions through the   

 operationalization of threat intelligence and report findings

PREREQUISITES
 Ability to perform basic operations on a personal computer

 Completion of FHT 202:  Investigating and Querying Event Data with Falcon EDR   

 is strongly recommended

 Intermediate knowledge of cybersecurity incident investigation and the incident   

 lifecycle

 Ability to comprehend course curriculum presented in English

 Familiarity with Microsoft Windows environment

REQUIREMENTS 
 Broadband internet connection, web browser, microphone and speakers

 Dual monitors and headset are recommended

CLASS MATERIAL 
Associated materials can be accessed from CrowdStrike University on the day of class.

 Learner Guide for FHT 302: Advanced Threat Hunting with Falcon  

 Advanced Threat Hunting Cheat Sheet
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FHT 302 
ADVANCED THREAT HUNTING 
WITH FALCON

3-day program | 6 credits

This instructor-led course 
is based on real-world 
intrusions and culminates 
in an expert-
curated, 
realistic 
capstone 
project.

Take this class if:  
You are a cyber defense 
incident responder, 
security analyst, SOC 
analyst or threat analyst

Registration 
For a list of scheduled 
courses and registration 
access, please log in 
to your CrowdStrike 
University account. This 
course requires six (6) 
training credits.  If you 
do not have access to 
CrowdStrike University, 
need to purchase training 
credits or need more 
information, please contact 
sales@crowdstrike.com.
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FHT 302  Advanced Threat Hunting with Falcon

DAY 1

WELCOME 
 Who we are 

 Who you are 

 Administrative items 

 Course overview/agenda

INTRODUCTION 
 Introduction to the case studies

 Review scenarios

DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS
 Summarize threat hunting and threat intelligence

 Differentiate between indicators of attack (IOAs) 

 and IOCs

 Conduct a threat hunt maturity assessment

THREAT HUNTING TRIGGERS
 Discover typical endpoint events that trigger an   

 enterprise threat hunt

 Act on discovered IOAs, IOCs and anomalies

DAY 2

THREAT HUNTING METHODOLOGIES
 Learn CrowdStrike threat hunting methodologies

 Research publicly available information using best   

 practices of OSINT

 Query internal data stores for artifacts found in your   

 environment

 Investigate and research IOAs and IOCs to discover   

 adversarial presence

THREAT INTELLIGENCE
 Review threat intelligence case study

 Describe the different sources of threat intelligence

 Review CrowdStrike intelligence products

 Discuss how threat intelligence impacts threat hunting

INTEL MODELS AND FRAMEWORKS
 Apply models and frameworks to understand adversary  

 intent and capabilities

 Complete identification of tactics, techniques and   

 procedures (TTP) using the MITRE ATT&CK®    

 framework

 Apply the Diamond Model to a sample scenario

FRAMEWORK DEEP DIVE
 Analyze adversary actions through the MITRE ATT&CK  

 lens

 Use frameworks to develop the focus of the threat hunt

 Understand how MITRE ATT&CK is incorporated into  

 the Falcon platform

 Inspect the MITRE ATT&CK framework components in  

 the Falcon platform detection and Incident pages

 Apply morphological analysis with the MITRE ATT&CK   

 framework to kill the attack

 Use the MITRE ATT&CK Navigator to intimately   

 understand the attacker's next moves

CROWDSTRIKE SEARCH METHODOLOGY
 Summarize CrowdStrike® Falcon OverWatchTM SEARCH  

 (sense, enrich, analyze, reconstruct, communicate, hone)  

 threat hunt methodology

 Analyze the environment for adversary activity using the  

 SEARCH methodology

DAY 3

CAPSTONE
 Complete a threat hunt using scenario-based learning

 Refine your understanding of the attack using doctrinal  

 intelligence analysis

 Complete a threat hunt report based on findings from the  

 capstone exercise

AUTOMATING THE THREAT HUNT
 Create custom IOAs and allow the Falcon platform to   

 continually hunt for you

This course culminates in a 4-hour, self-paced capstone

project. Learners have the opportunity to apply newly

acquired skills in a scenario that emulates an attack by a

sophisticated adversary.


